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FCC REPORTS for AL PUNTO, MAY, 2011
 
===05/01/2011===
 
Congressman Luis Guti�rrez (D-IL)
Immigration Reform
Time: 6:00
This Sunday, thousands will march to continue their efforts for immigration reform and halt deportations. One political figure,
who has been a leader in demanding a solution to the immigration problem is Congressman Guti�rrez. He is now on a
twenty-city tour to keep pressure on President Obama and Congress. What does he plan to accomplish with this trip? Is
immigration reform dead?
 
Adryana Boyne, National Director of Voces Action
Republicans main objective Economy and National Security
Time: 6:00
Conservative groups agree there needs to be a solution to the immigration problem, but they firmly oppose an immigration
reform that they consider will give amnesty to the thousands of undocumented in this country. But what type of legislation do
they propose in order to fix the system? Adryana Boyne, national director of Voces Action comes to "Al Punto" to talk
about why some Republicans have taken action, and why their main objective still focuses on the economy and the national
security of the United States.
 
Mar�a Cardona, Democratic Strategist and Javier Manjarres, Conservative Blogger, The Shark Tank
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Obama Birth Certificate Controversy
Time: 6:00
This week, the White House released the President's long form birth certificate in an effort to end the controversy by the
"birthers" movement. The President said the subject was a distraction and not for the good of the country. But many ask if
the President did the right thing. Did he validate those who put in question his citizenship? Will this be enough to end the
controversy? Democratic strategist Mar�a Cardona and Conservative blogger Javier Manjarres debate the issue.
 
Roundtable Participants:
Antonio Fins
Editor, Sun Sentinel
Xavier Vila
Correspondent in Washington, Catalunya Radio
Beatification of John Paul II, Royal Wedding, Barack Obama Birth Certificate
 
===05/08/2011===
 
Denis R. McDonough, Deputy National Security Advisor
Operation �Geronimo"
Time: 6:00
Days after the death of Osama Bin Laden more details are emerging of operation "Geronimo." With President Obama
deciding not to release the photos of the Al Qaeda leader's body, the controversy continues over what really happened
during the operative in Pakistan. Denis McDonough, who was with President Obama as the operation was taking place,
gives Jorge Ramos an inside look at what really happened inside the White House Situation Room. He also talks about
future relations with Pakistan and new security threats on the U.S. after Bin Laden's death.
 
Alberto Gonzales, Former Attorney General of the United States
Osama Bin Laden's death
Time: 8:26
For the first time on Al Punto, Alberto Gonzales, former U.S. attorney general under President George W. Bush, talks to
Ramos about the death of Osama Bin Laden. Gonzales, who was the first Hispanic Attorney General of the nation and
instrumental to the Bush administration's interrogation techniques, gives credit to Obama's administration for the operative,
but also congratulated President Bush for leading the war on terror. Gonzalez tells Ramos why he doesn't think
waterboarding is torture. He also talks about immigration and about his opposition to those who want to change the 14th
amendment to deny birth rights to the children of undocumented immigrants born in the United States.
 
Julian Castro, Mayor of San Antonio
Mayor of San Antonio, Texas
Time: 6:25
At 36 years old, Julian Castro is one of the youngest mayors of a top 50 American city; San Antonio. As he seeks re-
election next Sunday, May 14, Castro comes to Al Punto to discuss the challenges his city faces. He also talks about
immigration and shares his thoughts on copycat laws emulating SB1070. Does he support sanctuary cities? Many see him as
a rising star within the Democratic Party -- does he plan to become the first Hispanic president of the United States?
 
Roundtable Participants:
Tim Padgett
Latin America Bureau Chief, Time magazine
Arturo Chacon
Independent Journalist, Ciudad Juarez
Osama Bin Laden Death, Possible Immigration Reform, Marches against violence in Mexico
 



===05/15/2011===
 
Newt Gingrich, Republican Presidential Hopeful
Newt Gingrich announces candidacy for president
Time: 8:09
Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich announced he will seek the Republican nomination for President of the United
States. As promised to Jorge Ramos in an interview he did back in October 2010, Gingrich returns to Al Punto to make it
official in Spanish. He talks about his decision to seek the Republican nomination and how he plans to win it. Other items
addressed include whether he considers killing Gaddafi legitimate, his plans to deal with the 11 million undocumented, and if
he considers President Hugo Chavez a threat to the United States.
 
Senator Dick Durbin, Democrat of Illinois
Dream Act
Time: 6:00
This week the Dream Act was reintroduced in the Senate giving hope to the hundreds of thousands of undocumented
students who look forward to a path to citizenship. Thirty-three Senators signed on to support the Dream Act including
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid ( D-NV), Senator Robert Menendez (D-NJ) and Senator Richard Durbin (D-IL) who
said, "This is a matter about justice. We should not punish children for the action of parents." This Sunday, Senator Durbin
talks to Jorge Ramos about this new effort and how they plan to get Republicans to support the measure.
 
Thomas A. Saenz, President and General Counsel of Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund
(MALDEF); Frank Alvarez, President and CEO of the Hispanic Scholarship Fund (HSF) and Raul Romero,
HSF's Chairman of the Board
Corazon Award
Time: 8:00
In recognition of individuals and organizations with an outstanding commitment to community service, Univision bestowed its
annual Community Corazon Award for Organization of the Year to HSF. Additionally, Thomas A. Saenz, president and
general counsel of MALDEF, received the Community Corazon Award for Leadership.
 
Roundtable Participants:
Gonzalo Marroqu�n
President, Sociedad Interamericana de Prensa (SIP)
Frances Robles
International Correspondent, The Miami Herald
Obama and immigration reform, United States Presidential election 2012
 
===05/22/2011===
 
Charles Luoma-Overstreet, Press Advisor and Spokesperson, Western Hemisphere Affairs at U.S. Department of
State and Armande Gil, immigrant affected by mistake of Diversity Immigrant Visa Program
Diversity Immigrant Visa Program
Time: 9:00
Under the Diversity Immigrant Visa Program, the U.S. government gives away about 50,000 visas each year. More than 15
million applicants entered the lottery for 2012. Last week, the State Department announced it had mistakenly told 22,000
people that they had won the visa and recognized that a computer glitch had caused the confusion. How could this have
happened? What is next for the thousands who thought they finally had a legal stay in this country? Mr. Luoma-Overstreet
responds to these questions and more. Armande Gil tells her story to Jorge Ramos and how she plans to ask the government
to mend the mistake and give all affected a special permit to stay in the United States.
 
Mony Ruiz-Velasco, Director of Legal Services National Immigrant Justice Center and Raquel Gomez,



immigrant transgender who filed complaint for alleged abuse at detention center.
Alleged Abuses in Detention Centers
Time: 9:15
The National Immigration Justice Center filed 13 complaints with the federal government for alleged abuses against
transgender, gay or bisexual detainees in immigration detention centers across the United States. The demand asks the
Obama administration to investigate allegations of systematic abuse by guards, segregation and denial of medical treatments
while in custody. In an exclusive interview, this Sunday, Raquel Gomez, a transgender immigrant comes to Al Punto to share
her compelling story and describes the abuses she says she had to endure for more than a year at one of the facilities. Ms.
Ruiz-Velasco explains the basis for the complaints and what they expect the government to do.
 
Anders Fogh Rasmussen, NATO Secretary General
Global Issues
Time: 5:06
As one of the most powerful men in the world, the Secretary General of NATO leads an Alliance of 28 independent
member countries who work on mutual defense in response to an attack by external parties. This Sunday, Anders Fogh
Rasmussen talks to Ramos about global issues that have direct impact on the United States. After the death of Osama bin
Laden, how difficult will their mission be in Afghanistan? What can be expected in Libya? What is NATO's objective
regarding Gaddafi? In the interview, Rasmussen states: "The goal, the clear objective of our operation is to fully implement
the UN mandate and that is to protect civilians against attacks. And take all necessary measures to protect civilians. Having
said that, I think it's hard to imagine that the attacks against civilians will stop as long as Gaddafi remains in power. So the
very clear message is that Gaddafi's time is up."
 
Roundtable Participants:
Rosa Townsend
Independent Journalist
Rodrigo Cervantes
Editor Mundo Hispanico, Atlanta, GA
Scandal of Arnold Schwarzenegger, Strauss-Kahn arrest, HB 87 Anti immigrant Law
 
===05/29/2011===
 
Ana Hernandez Luna, Texas State Representative (District 143)
A message of hope
Time: 6:00
As the HB12 legislation was being approved by State House of Representatives at the Texas State Capitol, State
Representative Ana Hernandez Luna walked up to the podium and revealed that she and her family were once
undocumented. She explained how she came from Mexico as a young girl and how her family benefited from the Amnesty of
1986. This Sunday, she reveals why she decided to speak up and why her speech is a message of hope for the
undocumented in this country.
 
Francisco Sanchez, Under Secretary of Commerce of International Trade U.S. Department of Commerce
Free Trade Agreements
Time: 6:00
This Sunday on Al Punto Jorge Ramos talks to Francisco Sanchez who leads the International Trade Administration, which
assists in the development of U.S. trade policy in the global economy. Sanchez discusses the importance of free trade and
details how the Obama administration plans to push for the approval of free trade agreements with South Korea, Colombia
and Panama. Why are these treaties necessary? Will they be approved before the year ends?
 
Roundtable Participants:
Diego Senior



Correspondent, Caracol Radio
Maria Travierso
Columnist, El Sentinel
Peru Elections, Federal decision about the Arizona Law, Oscar de la Hoya, Obama's Europe Tour
 
============END OF MAY REPORTS=============
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